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1 Introduction

Non-pharmacological interventions include any treatment that is not a 

registered drug, such as physical activity and psychosocial interventions 

(talking therapies). A talking therapy could include meeting with a counselor, 

alone or in a group. It might involve problem-solving, setting goals and getting 

feedback about self-management. It might also include sessions on pain 

management and relaxation; and coping with depression.(Cramp, Hewlett, 

Almeida, Kirwan, Choy, Chalder, Pollock, & Christensen, 2013, 1.)

Non-pharmacological therapies, such as reminiscence and life review, are 

commonly used for older people with depression but inconsistent effectiveness 

has been reported (Jonsdottir, Jonsdottir, Steingrimsdottir, & Tryggvadottir 

2001, 26–33; Jones 2003, 26–33) and the absence of standard protocols has 

also been criticized (Woods 2004, 81).

Individuals suffering from depression often report significant problems in 

multiple areas of their family functioning, suggesting the need for a more 

family-oriented approach such as family therapy, or combinations of family 

therapy with individual psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy in the treatment 

of depression (Keitner 2003, 873–884).

Many depressed patients fail to respond to an adequate treatment with a 

single or, to several antidepressant trials, constituting what can be generally 

termed treatment refractory depression (TRD). (Berlim & Turecki 2007, 46–

54). Several different psychological treatments exist, which are considered to 

be fairly equivalent in terms of efficacy (Cuijpers, Van Straten, Andersson, & 

van Oppeng 2008, 909–922).

Depression relapsing nature accounts for one of the highest levels of disease 

burden of any condition (Murray & Lopez 1996). It has been found that 50% of 

people who have been prescribed antidepressants in primary care discontinue 
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their treatment in the first month (Cassano & Fava 2002, 849–857). 

Discontinuation syndrome has been reported after cessation of treatment with 

antidepressants and occurs with many selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors 

(SSRIs) (Montgomery & Baldwin 2007, 323–329). Therefore, non-

pharmacological methods that promote a body and mind interaction without 

side effects should be tested (Chan, Chan, & Mok 2010, 151).

The purpose of this review was to explore the non-pharmacological methods 

used in the treatment of depression, how people perceive these methods as 

well as the nurse role in these methods.
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